Data compression methods will compress the original file such as text, image, audio or video into different file which is called compressed file. It is a technique used for decreasing the requirements of storage space in different storage media. It also requires less bandwidth for data transmission over the network. It also reduces the time for displaying and loading data.
Data compression is possible because mostly all data available in the word may contain redundancy. The data compression method is used to for converting data to easy to use format. Similarly, decompression method returns the data to its original form. Run Length Encoding (RLE) is one of the most significant and widely used encoding techniques for compressing any type of data. This method is work on repetition of characters in inputted string of data.
Types Of Data Compression
The data compression methods are mainly classified into two different categories based on reconstruction of original data from the compressed data. The categories are as follows: 
Lossless Data Compression
In lossless data compression methods, the size of original data will reduce and store into compressed file. That compressed file may transfer over networks. We can regenerate the same original file from the compressed file by using data decompression methods.
The main feature of lossless techniques is we get same data or file from decompressed file. Both original and reconstructed file are same size and quality. This algorithm usually exploits statistical redundancy. Generally, every real word data may contain statistical redundancy, so lossless data compression is possible.
Lossy Data Compression
Lossy data compression is technique in which regenerated data or file from the decompression process may be same or not exactly same. 
Case -I
In the below string, the character P run of 8 P character would require 8 bytes to store.
PPPPPPPP
The same string requires only 2 bytes after RLE encoding.
8P
The code which is produce from the string of character is known as RLE packet. In our case the code 8P is known as RLE packet.
In this case, the first byte, 8 is known as run count, which represents the number of occurrence of specific character. The second byte, P is known as run value, which represents the repeated character.
Case -II
The below string contains the 12 character by using three different character runs.
PPPPQQQQQRRR
By using RLE encoding this can be compressed into three 2-bytes packets.
4P5Q3R
So, in this case after use of RLE on inputted string 12 byte string occupies six bytes only. In this case compression ratio is 2 : 1.
Case -III
The below string contains the 8 character by using eight different character runs.
PQRstuvW
By using RLE encoding it require 16 bytes.
1P1Q1R1s1t1u1v1W
To implement RLE on long string, we require at least two characters. So that one single character occupies double bytes for storage.
It is a fast and very simple technique for compression of data. The compression ratio is calculated on bases of inputted data only.
Problem with RLE
When we get 1 as a run length, then after implementation of RLE it requires two bytes. So that RLE require more bytes in the case where 1 as run length of data.
Consider the case -III, it require double size of storage space. It is a disadvantage of use of RLE.
Conclusion
There are two categories for data compression: Lossless and Lossy. There are many lossless data compression algorithms are available. In this paper we have present the lossless run length encoding techniques for data compression. Three different cases are discussed in this paper. Case -I gives the high compression ratio, case -II gives comparatively low compression ratio but case -III gives negative compression ratio.
So, it conclude that the in RLE, the compression ratio is totally depends on inputted data. If data contains redundancy then it gives high compression ratio.
